
AGENDA ITEM No..
NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL

To: Learning & Leisure Committee

From: Head of Education Standards
and Inclusion

Date: 20 April, 2015

Ref: IB/EW

Background

Subject: North Lanarkshire Learning
Festival: "Inspiring Creative
Learning"

There has been a tradition in Scottish Education of an annual Learning Festival organised by
Education Scotland and held in Glasgow each September. Investment in the workforce in our
schools and establishments is a key element in raising achievement and attainment and
ensuring career long professional learning for all staff.

As part of our growing commitment to supporting and developing our own colleagues it was
agreed that we pilot our own North Lanarkshire Learning Festival.

2 Planning the event

A planning team chaired by Robert Smith DHT, Cardinal Newman HS and consisting of
colleagues from schools and QIS was established in November 2014 and over the course of 4
months planned and organised a full two−day festival covering all areas of education for the 21st
century. The collaborative work between school and centre colleagues, with excellent support
from the Culture NL venues team, ensured that the festival was accessible to all sectors and to
stakeholders

3 The North Lanarkshire Learning Festival March 2015.

3.1 The North Lanarkshire Learning Festival with the focus on "Inspiring Creative Learning" was
held on Thursday 26 March 2015 from 9.30am to 730pm and Friday 27 March from 9.30 am to
330pm in Motherwell Concert Hall complex. The festival was officially opened by Dr Alisdair
Allan, Scottish Government's Minister for Learning, Science and Scotland's Languages and the
two days were chaired by Dr Heather Reid OBE.

3.2 By extending the festival into the early evening of day I we provided opportunities for teachers
to attend after the pupil day and incorporated the annual North Lanarkshire Parents'
Conference by having bespoke seminars and key addresses designed for parents and carers.

3.3 The festival provided a series of keynote addresses and a wide range of seminars presented by
leading educationalists and experts. (see appendix 1)

3.4 An exhibition space also gave delegates the opportunity to network with colleagues, experts,
and representatives from partner and commercial organisations who help to support learning
and teaching. (see appendix 2)



3.5 A complimentary event entitled Investing in Nurturing Lives and Communities was held in the
GLO Centre, Motherwell. (see appendix 3)

4 Evaluating the success of the Learning Festival

Initial findings are that the Leaning Festival was a great success and the range and quality of
speakers has been positively commented upon. It has been agreed to repeat the format and
plan for May 2016.

5 Financial Implications

The net cost of staging the Leaning Festival was £2,200. This will be met from within the
budget of the Quality Improvement Service. Subsequent festivals will be organised and
arranged as income generating events which will accrue income for the service. This will be
achieved through charging commercial agencies for space in the market place; seeking
sponsorship from partners and the selling of places to other councils and organisations.

6. Recommendations

The learning and leisure services committee is asked to

i commend the collaborative work of the school, CIS and Culture NL colleagues;

ii note the success of the Learning Festival; and

iii agree to subsequent similar events

S c & L1

Isabelle Boyd

Head of Education Standards and Inclusion

Members wishing further information please contact

Isabelle Boyd, Head of Education Standards and Inclusion 01236 812279



Appendix I

North Lanarkshire

LEARNING FESTIVAL
261h Ei 271h of March 2015
11npbin, ftea&w− Leanfriç

Programme of Keynote Addresses and Seminars

f thursd6y26March Keynote Presentations

10.00 Dr Alasdair Minister for Inspiring Creative Learning
Allan Learning, Science &

Scotland's We want all children and young people to get the most from their

Languages educational opportunities. Scotland's educational future can be
enhanced by inspirational learning. All in education can inspire
through creative practices, processes and culture.

10.30 Maggie Farrar

12.00 Moira
Anderson

Former Director of
the English College
for Educational
Leadership

A performance of
'One of Our Am'

Unlocking my learning potential

The power to lead, the power to learn

Maggie will look at the power of the workplace as a crucible of
learning and growth for both us and those we work with.

She will look at what it means to be 'learning centred' in our work
and how this can unlock our own potential and the potential of
others.
She will explore the place of leadership as a daily act, rather than a
role and will work with us to consider the impact this can have on u
and how we view our role.
'One of Our Am' is a play based on the disappearance of Moira
Anderson in Coatbridge in 1957. It is appropriate for pupils age 12+

Foundation

1.30 Sir Harry Burns Former Chief
Medical Officer

3.00 Stephen Breslin Chief Executive

Glasgow Science
Centre

'Selling Science'

Stephen Breslin, CEO of Glasgow Science Centre, the UK's largest
science centre, talks about the business of 'selling science' and why



is so fundamentally important.

4.30 Mike Stevenson Thinktastic How Scottish ambition and creativity will Change the World −
again?

For too long Scots have lived according to the Dinnae Get Above
Oursels rule. Yet, we are surrounded by exceptional young people −
bursting with creativity and a vision of a better world. Before cynicis
sets in let's release that and unleash the kind of hunger for learning
and societal improvement we haven't seen since the mid 18th
Century. Mike Stevenson will talk of schools as hubs of innovation ai
inspiration and give some astonishing examples from Scotland and
beyond of how freed minds, collaborations and big thinking are
achieving.

6.00 Graham Logan Strategic Director Opening Up Great Learning

Education Scotland This presentation will focus on the latest strategies and evidence fro
Education Scotland's national programme of inspection and support
for learning and teaching. It will focus on great learning in a range o
settings, drawing on the most successful implementation of
Curriculum for Excellence to date. The presentation will also consid
how we raise attainment and help to close the attainment gap
through great learning and teaching.

10.00 Steve Munby CEO Learning−Centred Collaborative Leadership

CfBT Education We are in the midst of a very significant change agenda in

Trust education. At such times of challenge, it is more important than ever
that school leaders focus on leading learning −not just for young peop
but also for the teachers and adults in our schools. What more can
school leaders do to address this? In addition, how can we be effectiv,
learners ourselves? How can we lead confidently whilst also modellin
that we are learners and don't know all the answers? Finally, what
kind of leadership is needed at this time of change and how might
schools and other key stakeholders work together to develop aself−improving

education system?



12.00 Amanda
McMillan

1.30 Graham
Donaldson

Managing Director My Leadership Journey

Glasgow Airport Amanda will describe experiences gained in her career and focus on
Ltd what has worked well, highlighting her views on the importance of

values based leadership.

Former Chief Inspiring Creative Learning
Inspector HMIe

The theme of the Festival 'Inspiring Creative Learning' addresses the
key questions facing education systems, not just here in Scotland but

across the world. We need to inspire our young people to be confiden
about their ability to engage creatively with a very challenging but
exciting future. But we also need to inspire our teachers to play their
full part in building that confidence. Scotland has developed many of
the pieces of a compelling educational jigsaw but the picture is not ye
sufficiently clear. Graham Donaldson will consider our current progre1
and what needs to happen next.

3.00 Heather Reid
OBE

Closing Keynote

Meteorologist Heather Reid talks about raising the awareness of
opportunities for pupils to study science and engineering in Scotland.

9.15 am Thursday 26 March

Seminar
Presenter

Code

1A Lesley Joyce/Pauline
Rodger

Head of Service,
Qualifications
Development / Project
Manager, Understanding
Standards SQA

lB Claire Harvey

Education Officer:
Assessment

Education Scotland

Seminar Programme

Seminar

Understanding Standards New Qualification

Assessing Progress and Achievement in the Broad General
Education

The seminar will exemplify the suite of Education Scotland resources
available to support practitioners assess progress and achievement
in the broad general education. These resources are accompanied
by workshops that can be used in establishments as part of CLPL
opportunities for staff.

Room anc

QISSuppo

Meeting Roi

Alison
Cameron



1C Dee Bleakely Tree o f Knowledge

Tree of Knowledge With themes such as Mindset, Leadership, Procrastination and
Change, 'Let it Go' explores the idea of acceptance and just what we
are capable of when we step out our Comfort Zones and learn to
accept what we can and can't control. It encourages delegates
(teachers and parents) to consider just where they give their time,

energy and effort and if the things they truly value in life and at
work are receiving the attention they deserve.

1D Terry Cowan and

David McCrory

Development Officer

Quality Improvement
Service

1E Owen Dunn

Writing at 3rd Level

Assistive Technology and Access to Learning

Principal Teacher The seminar will look at how learners with additional support needs

SAM Group can access computers and iPads. A range of equipment will be
shown and through a case study scenario will explain how these
assist learners.

Open Area

(Upper flo
Con Hall by

xxx

Blue Roon

xxx

iF Julie Rocks and Mathematics: Effective Questioning with the use of ICT Open Area

Graeme Nolan In this seminar practical examples will be shared from across the

Quality Improvement
Maths curriculum highlighting ways to teach for understanding;

Officer
challenge misconceptions and bring breadth, depth and challenge
through effective questioning. The use of ICT to support

Teacher questioning and pace will also be described.

Quality Improvement
Service

1G Amy Aitken

Youth Worker

Community Learning and
Development

How Young People's Participation in School Supports
Achievement and Attainment

(Upper flo
Theatre foy.

xx



11.15 am z Thursday. 26 March Seminar Programme

Seminar
Presenter Seminar

Code

2A John Sexton and Reconnecting to Glow with Office 365
Morag Hay

The seminar will highlight some of the tools available in new Glow
Glow Product Owner and will invite you to have a fresh look at how Glow and in
Scottish Government I particular Office 365, can help support learning and teaching.
010 QIS

2B Irene Pandolfi

010 Expressive Arts

Quality Improvement
Service

2C Karen Glen

Peer Assessment − Art and Design

This seminar is for non−specialist practitioners who teach art and
design. Delegates will see how pupils from one secondary and its
associated primary schools present and discuss their artwork via

an artsharing blog. A helpful hand−out with guidance on learning
intentions and success criteria linked to the art and design
experiences and outcomes will be issued to delegates.

Curriculo Solutions

Room and

QIS Support

Open Area 3

(Upper floor
Con Hall
foyer)

Morag Hay

Red Room

Irene Pandolfi

Dressing
Room 2

Curriculo Solutions This seminar will explore educational materials aimed at
empowering young people to make informed decisions about
their future. There are materials for both primary and secondary

Pauline
schools.

O'Neill

20 Ed Greisl A Nurturing School Meeting
Room

Development Officer A look at how schools, both primary and secondary, can adapt
current North Lanarkshire initiatives to create a school that is aLearning and Leisure place to nurture, security and fulfillment for young people. The

Services: Inclusion Base seminar will focus on the values contained in nurture groups and
how the principles of a nurturing approach can be applied across
the school.

2E Owen Dunn

Principal Teacher

ICT Support for children with additional support needs in
Literacy

John French

Blue Room

This seminar will demonstrate how ICT can be used to support
SAM Group xxpupils in primary and secondary schools who are experiencing

specific difficulties in relation to reading and writing.



2F June Ford

Development Officer −
Youth Worker

Community Learning
and Development

Using accreditation to capture young people's
achievements

CLD Youth Workers and Home School Partnership Officers have a
long history of using a range of accreditation that captures the
unique experiences and outcomes of young people. CLD Youth
Workers and Home School Partnership Officers regularly use the
awards with young people in groups and within the communities.
This seminar will present the range of accreditation options and
explore the diversity of settings where these can be implemented
using a youth work approach.

Open Area 2

(Upper floor
Theatre foyer)

xx



12.45 pm Thursday 26 March

Seminar
Presenter

Code

3A

3B

Jim Fanning and Pam
McDowall

Head of Emerging
Technologies/Development
Officer for National Digital
Learning Forum

Education Scotland /
National Digital
Learning Forum

Carolanne Waddell

Home Link Worker

Seminar Programme

Seminar

Creative Learning through Networking: the National
Digital Learning Community

This seminar will explore those factors that have the greatest
impact on classroom change and how this can be supported in

your establishment.
The NDLC provides opportunities to share and disseminate
classroom practice and focuses on how to make changes.
Examples will be shared from the National Digital Learning
Week that illustrate this.

How the use of innovative technology and methods can
improve speech and language in early years

Community Learning and
Home Link workers in partnership with early year

Development
establishments work with families on a range of topics to
support

learning and development. This seminar will explore
the range of options and how partners work with families with
specific reference to Video Interactive Guidance.

Room and

QIS Support

Blue Room

Morag Hay

Dressing
Room 2

xx

3C Tom Bancroft ABC Creative Music − Early Years to Primary Meeting
Room

Joint Managing Director Tom will demonstrate the ABC Early Years Music resource and

ABC Creative Music
ABC Music website(s), the Primary Music Leader training

programme and show how they make a creativity and CfE
Tim Sharpe

focussed music programme accessible to all staff and children.
A fun and hands on session.

3D Alison Marshall NLW Recruitment Portal

Engagement Officer Outlining how people can access and apply for jobs on the

North Lanarkshire's
North Lanarkshire's Working recruitment portal. Highlighting

Working common errors when writing application forms or attending
interviews.

3E

Susan MacRae

Team Leader

Skills Development
Scotland

Career Management Skills

Introduction to Careers Management Skills and it is
importance in preparing our young people for the world of
work, with additional information about the importance of
labour market information

Red Room

Pauline
O'Neill

Open Area 2

(Upper floor
Theatre foyer)

Xx



3F Ed Greisi What is Restorative Practices Open Area 1

Development Officer An introduction to restorative practices. This seminar is

Learning and Leisure
designed for staff who wish to find out about RP and how it

Services: Inclusion Base
can be applied in their schools, The course explores the
history, theory and practical applications of RP in school
settings, looking at the continuum of restorative practices,
from affective statements and questions, through school
based mediation to the formal processes at the top of the
continuum.

3G

Karen Dixon

Children and Young
People's Speech and
Language Therapy
Manager

Scholar

NHS Lanarkshire

2.15 pm Thursday 26 March

Seminar
Presenter Seminar

Code

4A Dorothy Ted man

Scholar Area
Coordinator for
Lanarkshire

4B Ian Sorenson and
Ann McCabe

Supporting Children with Speech, Language and
Communication

This seminar will support practitioners in all educational
settings to develop their awareness of the difficulties/support
that children and young people may require to access the
curriculum.

Seminar Programme

(Lower floor
Theatre foyer)

xx

Open Area 3

(Upper floor
Con Hall
foyer)

Therese
Henery

Room an

015 Suppor

Using Scholar to Improve Attainment

Dressing
Room 2

Scholar is an online learning environment to support pupils in S4−S6.
There will be a demonstration of the various learning materials,
activities and practice assessments available for both the existing, CfE
Higher and AH Subjects Julie Rock

Learning in their own hands − Wads in the classroom
Blue Row

ICT Development The Wad had freed up teachers and learners to use ICT anytime,

Officers anywhere for any subject. One device can now deliver powerful, Morag Ha
creative learning experiences across the curriculum. This seminar will

QIS discuss how the Wad can revolutionise learning.

4C John Daffurn and

Tracey Henderson

Open Area
Using the Framework for Educational Leadership to inspire
creative learning and leadership development (Upper flo

Con Hall



Programme Leader
and Development
Officer

4D

4E

Scottish College for
Educational
Leadership

Effective leadership is recognised internationally as a crucial factor in
successful learning'. Scottish Executive 2003. 'The Framework for
Educational Leadership' is designed to engage all practitioners at all
levels of leadership. This session will support teachers and early year
practitioners to use FEL to identify creative learning activities in
relation to their professional growth and leadership development.

The Beginners Guide to SALS
Fiona Pollock

An introduction to the Significant Aspects to Learning (SALS). This will
Curriculum Support be hands on session and will explain what the SALS are, where to find
Teacher them and how we should we using them.

QIS

Catherine Campbell Development Resilient Thinking

Staff Welfare
Officer

Learning and
Leisure Services

4F Ron Cowie

Senior Education
Officer

Education Scotland

4G Lorraine Togneri
and Deborah
Letford

LAC Teachers

What are the characteristics of a resilient mind set? How do you
develop healthy 'habits of mind' that can help you deal with the
uncertain, the unpleasant and the unfamiliar? How do you help
family, friends and colleagues to do the same? The session takes a
brief look at Growth Mind set and Cognitive Behavioural approaches,
and considers how key features of both can be used to strengthen
resolve and resilience.

Creative Space

This seminar will explore the range of approaches that practitioners

can use to assess learners' progress in expressive arts. It will provide
information about the range of exemplars now available and what is
in the pipeline. The session will end with an introduction to the
opportunities for sharing and professional discussion in the new
National Network Centre on Glow.

Through the eyes o f a learner

foyer)

xx

Meeting
Room

Alison
Cameror

Red Roor

Carol
MacPhers

Open Ares

(Upper flo
Theatre fo

Irene Pand

Learning and
Leisure Services:
Inclusion Base



3.45 pm ThUrsdãy26 March

Seminar

Code
Presenter Seminar

Seminar Programmes

5A Dee Bleakely Tree o f Knowledge

Tree of Knowledge With themes such as Mindset, Leadership, Procrastination and
Change, 'Let it Go' explores the idea of acceptance and just what we
are capable of when we step out our Comfort Zones and learn to
accept what we can and can't control. It encourages delegates
(teachers and parents) to consider just where they give their time,

energy and effort and if the things they truly value in life and at work

are receiving the attention they deserve.

58 Fiona Kirk Developing Early Literacy

5C

Development An overview of the literacy pilot currently in place in Early Years
Officer Establishments, which focuses on quality interactions and building

conversations.
a's

Alison MacDonald Improving Outcomes: The work o f Psychological Services

Psychologist

Learning and
Leisure Services

5D David Woodier

Support Teacher

Lowering the Drawbridge: Building relationships with children
who have attachment difficulties

Room and

QIS Support

Open Area 3

(Upper floor
Con Hall
foyer)

xx

Open Area 2

(Upper floor
Theatre foyer)

xx

Meeting
Room

Learning and
Relationships are the key to learning for many young people with
attachment difficulties. Understanding attachment gives teachers the

Leisure Services: Carol
capacity to help young people experience the joy of learning for the

Inclusion Base MacPherson
first time.

5E Pauline O'Neill

Acting 010

Quality
Improvement
Service

An Introduction to 'Education Working for All! Developing
Scotland's Young Workforce'

An introduction to the national report 'Education Working for All!
Developing Scotland's Young Workforce' from the perspective of the
local authority, young people and employers.

Red Room

xx



5F Tracey McCulloch

Development
Officer

Quality
Improvement
Service

5G Jamie Dungavell

Community
Learning
Development −
Youth Worker

Community
Learning and
Development

Supporting your child with Maths (for Parents o f children at
Primary School)

How Activity Agreements in North Lanarkshire are engaging
and sustaining young people in learning



5.15 pm Thursday'26 March Seminar Piogramme

Seminar
Presenter

Code

6A Dorothy Tedman

Scholar Area
Coordinator for
Lanarkshire

Scholar

Seminar
Room and

Using Scholar to Improve Attainment

Scholar is an online learning environment to support pupils in S4−S6.
There will be a demonstration of the various learning materials,
activities and practice assessments available for both the existing,
CfE Higher and AH Subjects

613 Fiona Seal

Development
Officer

Quality
Improvement
Service

Physical Education: How to develop physical literacy in
learners

6C Monica Kirson The New National Qualifications
(replaced
by 7E) Curriculum Support This workshop will give you information on:

Teacher
* how you can help your child to plan their learning journey

Quality
Improvement * National Qualifications from SQA

Service * what courses follow on naturally from each other − progression
* the expectations required to study each qualification − entry level
and course demands
* points awarded for entry to college, University and Further
Education

6D Jamie Mackay Masters o f Education: Learning and Teaching in the

Head of Learning
Performing Arts − A new CPD Opportunity

and Teaching The Royal Conservatoire is currently preparing an M Ed programme

Royal Conservatoire
designed to provide teachers teaching artists and arts professionals
with

an opportunity to develop core skills in learning and teaching
within the areas of dance, drama, production, screen and music.
This session will introduce the core elements of this programme,
how it is structured and how it is funded.

6E Tracey McCulloch Numicon for Parents

Curriculum Support Numicon is a versatile and colourful resource which is being used in
Teacher many primary schools to support children with numeracy and maths

development. Come along to this hands on workshop to find out
Quality

more. You won't believe how much fun your child is having using
Improvement

QIS Support

Red Room

Mo rag Hay

Blue Room

xx

Open Area 2

(Upper floor
Theatre foyer)

Jim Park

Open Area 3

(Upper floor
Con Hall
foyer)



Service Numicon to support their learning.

Julie Rocks

6F Michael Dolan

Development
Officer

Quality
Improvement
Service

Building the Curriculum 4, Skills fo r Learning, Life and Work

6.45 pm Thursday 26March SerninarPrograrnme

Seminar
Presenter Seminar

Code

7A Dee Bleakely Tree o f Knowledge

Tree of Knowledge With themes such as Mindset, Leadership, Procrastination and
Change, 'Let it Go' explores the idea of acceptance and just what we
are capable of when we step out our comfort zones and learn to
accept what we can and can't control. It encourages delegates
(teachers and parents) to consider just where they give their time,

energy and effort and if the things they truly value in life and at work

are receiving the attention they deserve.

713 Angela Glover

Development
Officer

QIS

Room and

QIS Support

Open Area 3

(Upper floor
Con Hall
foyer)

Pauline
O'Neill

Active Literacy in the Primary Schoolfor Parents Open Area 2

This session will provide parents with an overview of the principles of (Upper floor

the Council's Active Literacy approach. Theatre foyer)

Jackie Cahill



7C Eleanor Coner I
Susie Vestri

Information Officer

Scottish Parent
Teacher Council

7D Julie Rocks

Acting QIO

Top 10 things parents want to know

The Scottish Parent Teacher Council will give some helpful tips on
how parents can engage with their child's education and school. You
might not be keen to join a Parent Council but there are lots of other

ways to support your child; come and join in our lively discussion.

Secondary Numeracy and Mathematics for Parents

Open Area 1

(Lower floor
Theatre foyer)

Jim Beers



9.15 am Friday 27 March Seniinar.PrOgramrne

Seminar
Presenter

Code

8A Claire Harvey

Education Officer:
Assessment

Education Scotland

8B Judith Cain

Improvement
Advisor

North Lanarkshire
Council Early Years
Collaborative

Seminar

Assessing Progress and Achievement in the Broad Genera!
Education

The seminar will exemplify the suite of Education Scotland resources
available to support practitioners assess progress and achievement in
the broad general education. These resources are accompanied by
workshops that can be used in establishments as part of CLPL
opportunities for staff.

Introduction to the Modelfor Improvement

8C Jacqueline Morley Working with the Standards

Senior Education The seminar looks at supporting teachers with using the Standards as
Officer part of Professional Update. It aims to help teachers become familiar

GTCS
with the Standards and looks a meaningful ways to use them to
support professional learning and reflection.

8D Owen Dunn

Principal Teacher

SAM Group

8E Kevin Mallon

Manager

Enable Scotland

8F Lisa McMahon

Development
Officer

Learning and
Leisure Services:
Inclusion Base

Additional Support Needs and iPad skills development
(Specialist Provision)

This seminar will look at how pupils in specialist provision classes
have been using an iPad skills progression model. This outlines skills
which originate from an awareness of the resource to becoming and
independent user. This is also an effective assessment tool for staff.

Inspired Learning: School and post−school transitions support

De−Escalation and challenging behaviour

Pupils with behavioural problems often follow a predictable pattern
of behaviour escalation leading to outbursts. This seminar will
explore strategies for de−escalation, including practical ideas to help
avoid difficult situations in the classroom, and strategies to keep
pupils calm and focussed on learning.

Room and

QIS Support

Meeting
Room

Alison
Cameron

Blue Room

xx

Red Room

xx

Open Area 3

(Upper floor
Con Hall
foyer)



xx

8G Martin Davidson

Scottish Director

Wilderness, the place to develop skills fo r life, learning and
work

Dressing
Room 2

The Outward Bound
The Outward Bound Trust and North Lanarkshire Council will share
their experience of working in partnership to deliver a programmeTrust Pauline
focused on developing pupils' employability skills and supporting

O'Neill
their development of young people's skills in the context of
Curriculum for Excellence.

11.15 am Friday 27 March Seminar Programme

Seminar
Presenter

Code

9A Lesley Joyce
Pauline Rodger

Seminar

Understanding Standards New Qualification

Room and

QIS Support

Head of Service,
Qualifications
Development
Project Manager,
Understanding
Standards

SQA

9B John Johnston and

Morag Hay

Glow Product
Owner

Scottish
Government / QlO
QIS

Glow on the Internet: Blogs and Wiki

This seminar will look at how blogs and wikis can be used for
collaboration and communication. It will also identify a number of
benefits afforded by the integration of new versions of WordPress
and Wikispaces in Glow. John will also look at how these tools can
motivate learners and support the concept of 'flipped learning'.

Professional Update − What I need to know

Blue Room

Morag Hay

9C Jacqueline Morley Meeting
Room

Senior Education This seminar looks at supporting teachers with any aspect of
Officer Professional Update. The focus is on the core aspects of Professional

Update, the Standards, professional learning, coaching approaches



GTCS to PRD and support materials available. xx

9D Katrina Lucas Scots Language and Writing in the Primary Classroom

Scots Language This seminar aims provide an overview of how Scots language can be
Coordinator used as a context for developing writing skills and engagement. By

Education Scotland
the end of this session participants will have an increased knowledge
of how writing Experiences and Outcomes can be addressed through
the context of the Scots language. This session will explore how to

encourage the development of transferable writing skills through
Scots.

9E Tom Renwick Maths on Track

Director A discussion on strategies for Dyscalculia. Tom Renwicks will

Maths On Track
describe the alleviation strategies he has identified and how these

can be used with learners. The strategies can promote effective
learning for all children.

Red Room

xx

Open Area 3

(Upper floor
Con Hall
foyer)

Julie Rocks

9F

9G

Lisa McMahon

Development
Officer

Learning and Leisure
Services: Inclusion
Base

Ian Berry

Programme
Manager

Enterprise Education
Trust

Using circles in the classroom

Employability and enterprise skills



12.45 pm Friday 27 March Seminar Programme

Seminar
Presenter Seminar

Code

10A Dr Edward Sosu CIncinn the Pnuprt−u−Attninmpnt (−a−.,n− in crntt.kh Education

lOB

LecturerT h i s seminar will briefly examine the nature of thepoverty−Strathclyde

University
attainment gap in Scotland and its effects on outcomes for young
people. The presenter will spend time looking at what schools and
policy makers can do to help close this gap. The seminar is
anticipated to be interactive with opportunities for participants to
explore some innovative approaches to closing the gap.

Diane Anderson Scots Language fo r Secondary Schools

Scots Language An introduction to how to incorporate Scots Language into the
Coordinator secondary curriculum − in English and beyond, for inter−disciplinary

Education Scotland
learning and for SQA Scots Language Awards.

10C Gary Walsh Questions o f Character

Executive Director

Character Scotland

10D Robert Dalzell 1+2 in NLC and MLPS Training

Quality Improvement This seminar will provide the background to the 1+2 approach to
Officer modern languages and an update on current advice.

Quality Improvement
Robert will describe how we train our Primary Teachers to deliver
the

1+2 Policy and offer opportunities for discussion.
Service

Room and

QIS Support

Meeting
Room

xx

Dressing
Room 2

xx

Open Area 3

(Upper floor
Con Hall
foyer)

xx

10E Pauline O'Neill An Introduction to 'Education Working fo r All! Developing

Acting Quality
Scotland's Young Workforce'

Improvement Officer An introduction to the national report 'Education Working for All!

Quality Improvement
Developing Scotland's Young Workforce' from the perspective of
the local authority, young people and employers.

Red Room

xx



Service

1OF George Connell Patterns, Symmetry and Fractions

Education Consultant George will explore how primary aged pupils can be encouraged to
produce symmetrical patterns from a range of unique triangle

Squares'n'Squares
based resources, leading to an awareness of equal fractions.

1 2.15 pm Friday 27 March Seminar Programme

Seminar
Presenter

Code

h A Sandra O'Neill

Seminar

ICT and Assistive Technology to support inclusion

Specialist Teacher / CALL Scotland works to achieve the vision of all pupils having the
Training Services necessary tools and support in order for them to realise their
Coordinator potential. In this seminar Sandra will look at some of the ways ICT

CALL Scotland,
and assistive technology can support pupils, from youngest to oldest,
to access the curriculum.

University of
Edinburgh

Blue Room

Julie Rocks

Room and

QIS Support

Red Room

Morag Hay

11B Lesley Whelan and Supporting Senior Leader Meeting
Room

John Daffurn SCEL is a new development for education in Scotland that aims to

Director of
support teachers and practitioners to make a difference to the
outcomes for children and young people through access to innovative

Programmes and Irene Pandolfi
Programme Leader

and quality leadership programmes and services. As a core part of
Teaching Scotland's Future, the College will support leadership

Scottish College for development at all levels for education practitioners across Scotland.

Educational The session will provide a brief update on the work of SCEL and focus

Leadership in more detail on our work supporting senior leadership development
through SCEL Fellowship Programme and the new national Headship

programme.

11C Angela Glover

Development
Officer

QIS

Non−Fiction in the Primary

Looking at how to apply comprehension strategies when reading
non−fiction.

Blue Room
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l i D Carolan McCann
and

Willie Davidson

ASN Manager!
Head of Centre

liE

Learning and
Leisure Services /
The Learning Centre

Sue McLeod

Educational
Psychologist

South Ayrshire
Council

h F Fraser Ross

Advanced
Practitioner!
Senior Instructor

Skilisforce

GIRFEC App

The GIRFEC App is the first of its kind in Scotland. Created to

encourage a shared understanding of GIREC for children, young
people and their families in a way that is interesting, exciting and
easily accessible.
The GIRFEC App also features a section on Wellbeing that children
and young people can use and share with their Named Person in
school (if relevant).

Applying Health and Wellbeing: Exploring
the Sound Sleep Curriculum in Secondary Schools

SkillsForce New Programmes

h G Maggie Cunningham Everyone is a leader

Derek Gail

CEO /Senior
Programme
Manager

Columba 1400

Open Area 3

(Upper floor
Con Hall
foyer)

xx



Iorth Lanarkshire

EARNING
FESTIVAL 2015

Appendix 2

Exhibitors: The partner agencies, organisations, individuals and companies
who are present in the Concert Hall and Stage Area.

Table!
Area Name Organisation

1 Terry NLC Literacy Base
Cowan

2 Angela NLC Literacy Base
Glover

3 Fiona Kirk NLC Literacy Base

4 Michael Vocational Education
Dolan Showcase

5 Michael Vocational Education
Dolan Showcase

6 Michael Vocational Education
D o a n Showcase

7 Michael Vocational Education
Dolan Showcase

8 Dorothy Focus on Food
Ann Ardrey

9 Ian NL Federation of Food
Shankland Co−operatives

10 Frank Egan BRAKES

11 Ian MacLean f o d d e r Gibson

12 Charlie Malawi Project
Fawcett

13 Pamela SQA
McConnell

14 Tracey SCEL
Henderson

Table!
Name Organisation

Area
15 Sarah Kate Scotia Aid

Kelly/Andrew Wood Sierra Leone

16 Martin Tamburrini XMA

17 James Millar Steljes

18 Gillian Urquhart Moira
Anderson
Foundation

19 Karen Glen Curriculo
Solutions

20 Andrew James SCRAN

21 Sandra Oneill and CALL Scotland
Owen Dunn / SAM Group

22 Kirsty Struthers VANL

23 Laura Coventry The Prince's
Trust

24 Fraser Ross Skillforce

25 Alison Marshall Regeneration
Services

26 Fiona Seal QIS

27 Craig Johnstone Giglets
Education

28 Dr Mike Carroll Glasgow
University



Table / Name OrganisationArea
29 Tracey NLC Learning & Leisure

McGoldrick Services
Andrea
Cardow

30 Dr Paul School of Education,
Adams University of Strathclyde

31 Clair Halliday National Parent Forum
Scotland

32 Karen Dixon NHS Lanarkshire

33 Geoff Hooley SCDI/Young Engineers
and science clubs
Scotland

34 Ian Berry Enterprise Education
Trust

35 Greg Burgess SAM36

John Sexton Glowleam
John
Johnston

37 Anne Digimaps
Robertson

38 Alan Burton Tree of Knowledge

39 Drhue Kilbowie
Forbes

40 Claire Leckie & Leckie
McAuley

41 Karen Barnardos Axis
Motherwell Lanarkshire

42 Aileen Rice RRSA
and Frances
Bestley

Table / Name OrganisationArea
43 Anne Hanlon Catering

Services

44 Gillian Urquhart Moira
Anderson
mi inrItirin

45 Carolan McCann ASN Manager

46 Alison MacDonald Psychological
Services

Foyer Phil McGhee/ Lynn nic
Concert Yeneka

Hall

Stage 1 Ian Inglis Mobile
Military
M i i c i im

Stage 2 Jonathan Cavana NHS
Lanarkshire

Stage 3 Jonathan Cavana NHS
Lanarkshire

Stage 4 Jonathan Cavana NHS
Lanarkshire

Stage 5 Jonathan Cavana NHS
Lanarkshire

Stage 6 Jonathan Cavana NHS
Lanarkshire

Stage 7 Jonathan Cavana NHS
Lanarkshire

Stage 8 Lianne White CAMHS
Mental Health
Team



Appendix 3

Investing in

Nurturing
lives G communities

The Solihull Training Programme is funded by Early Years Collaborative; part
of the allocation included funding for a multi−agency conference. The
conference was organised by a multi−agency working group and took place

on Friday 27 March 2015 as part of NL Learning & Leisure Learning Festival;

a total of 149 practitioners from a variety of different services attended.

The aim of the conference was to launch the 'brand' of nurturing lives in
North Lanarkshiré:

"All key stakeholders will achieve a common understanding of nurturing
lives and communities across North Lanarkshire through attendance at
the launch of the 'Investing in Nurturing Lives and Communities'
conference on 2 7 ' March 2015."

The keynote speakers began with Alison MacDonald, Principal Educational
Psychologist who gave a comprehensive overview of attachment behaviours and introduced an 'operational
definition' of attachment. We were delighted to be joined by Tina Hendry, Kinship Carer and Founder of
Reattachment; and Dr Hazel Douglas, Founder of the Solihull Approach who gave two very moving and
thought provoking presentations on the impact of trauma and stress.

The conference concluded with a session where Alison Gordon, Social Work, gave a presentation on the
current context in North Lanarkshire, which was followed by an opportunity for each of the 6 Locality
Planning Groups to discuss and agree actions to promote attachment in their own areas.

Delegates were given a bag of resources to take away and share with other practitioners; the resources will
help promote a shared understanding of attachment and hopefully impact on the conference aim of
achieving a common understanding of nurturing lives and communities in North Lanarkshire.

Evaluations of the feedback from delegates' shows that the conference ignited a shared ambition and that
practitioners value the quality of relationships they have with each other and the families they support.
"Getting it Right for Every Child" was highlighted as a prominent approach to meet children/families
individual needs and a need for a common understanding of attachment rated highly.

Comments from delegates included:

Investing n Nurturing Lives and Communities is...............

a fantastic opportunity to really make a difference to children and families through attachment informed
practice across the whole partnership"

"...everyone i.e. all agencies having a common shared goal to improve outcomes for all our children and
families; to genuinely nurture them all"

"...paramount to ensuring that children are given the best start in life and are given the optimum
opportunity to reach their full potential"


